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John klingberg injury report

Assists in three straight contests Klingberg recorded an assist in Saturday's 4-1 victory over the Lightning in Game 1. Impact With his assist on Joel Kiviranta's goal in the second period, Klingberg has picked up four assists in his last three games. Through 21 contests, Klingberg has three goals, 17 points, 38 shots on goal and 46 hits. Six
of his assists have come on power play. SEPTEMBER 19 • ROTOWIRE All NHL News DISCLAIMER: This website and the products offered are for entertainment purposes only and there is no gambling offered on this website. This service is intended for adult audiences. No guarantees are given for any particular outcome. If you or
someone you know has a gambling problem, call 1-800-GAMBLER. Dallas Stars Fantasy Stats ROST%START% 92%79% Key Stats GAPTS +/-PIMTOI 62632-102222:10 Dallas Stars defenseman John Klingberg will miss at least two weeks after being injured while being hit by a puck during Tuesday's game against the Colorado
Avalanche, according to coach Jim Montgomery. about 402 days ago | Associated Press Nashville looks ready for another deep playoff run, but Tyler Seguin & Co. stand in the way. Which team will take this matchup? about 614 days ago | Emily Kaplan New head coach Jim Montgomery takes over a team that has one of the most
dangerous top lines in the league. about 806 days ago | Emily Kaplan defenseman Stephen Johns has signed a $7 million contract extension with the Dallas Stars. about 904 days ago | Associated Press Tyler Seguin and John Klingberg have great seasons for the Stars, but they look up at the Kings and Colorado in the wild-card table.
Here's why the Blues, Panthers, Devils and Hurricanes could also unfairly miss the playoffs. about 1,000 days ago | ESPN When the dust settles after a staggering 24 hours in New York, Greg Wyshynski describes why the Rangers are waving the white flag -- and what's next for guys like Mats Zuccarello. And why Patrice Bergeon's line is
among the best ever and more Jersey Fouls. about 1037 days ago | Greg Wyshynski Jan. 21 about 1057 days ago | Elias Sports Bureau | ESPN.com Host Lightning will host four players in the All-Star Game later this month: Nikita Kucherov, Victor Hedman, Andrei Vasilevskiy and Steven Stamkos. James Neal and Marc-Andre Fleury
give Las Vegas their first two ASG nods. about 1067 days ago | Greg Wyshynski | ESPN Another tough playoff loss to Andy ReidThe Titans followed 213 at halftime but stormed back to take a 2221 victory in Kansas City. It was the second-largest deficit at halftime in NFL history that was overcome in a playoff victory without overtime.
about 1071 days ago | Elias Sports Bureau | ESPN.com December 15th about 1094 days ago | Elias Sports Bureau | ESPN.com more John Klingberg is expected to be out 2-4 weeks for the Dallas Stars because of a lower-body injury. The defender was injured when he was hit in the neck area with a shot before twisting and falling to the
ice in the second period of a 4-1 against the Colorado Avalanche at American Airlines Arena on Tuesday. Klingberg was helped by a coach and returned to finish the period, but did not come out for third. He had an MRI on Wednesday and will be reassessed in two weeks. Forward Roope Hintz, who sustained a lower-body injury in a 4-1
win over the Montreal Canadiens on Saturday is likely to miss at least three more games and is not expected to return until November 16, when the Stars play at the Edmonton Oilers.Defenseman Andrej Sekera, who has missed four games with an upper-body injury, is expected to return when Dallas visits the Winnipeg Jets at Bell MTS
Place on Sunday (2 p.m ET; TSN3, FS-SW, NHL. tv). Defenseman Roman Polak, who has missed 16 games after breaking his sternum in the season opener against the Boston Bruins on July 3, 2014, is the first player to miss the season. The Stars (8-8-1) have won four in a row and seven of eight after a 1-7-1 start. NHL.com
Independent correspondent Josh Clark contributed to this report There do not appear to be any recent rumors or news. Please check back again later. Tools Add your blog Sports team widget RSS Company About Contact Ads Terms Privacy Community Facebook Twitter Google + Vintage Sport Jerseys © 2020
SPORTSOVERDOSE.COM All rights reserved. NHL Stats 2019 NHL Games Log Scoring FanDuel DraftKings Yahoo DFS FantasyDraft Head2Head Loading Skater GameLog... 2018 NHL Games Log Scoring FanDuel DraftKings Yahoo DFS FantasyDraft Head2Head Loading Skater Game Log ... 2017 NHL Game Log Scoring FanDuel
DraftKings Yahoo DFS FantasyDraft Head2head Loading Skater Game Log... 2016 NHL Games Log Scoring FanDuel DraftKings Yahoo DFS FantasyDraft Head2Head Loading Skater Game Log ... 2019-20 Ice Statistics Time Average ice time: 22:10 Average Power Play TOI: 2:33 Average shorthand TOI: 0:18 Stars Power Play Depth
ChartRecent RotoWire articles with John Klingberg 76 days since Game 6 of the Stanley Cup Final on Monday, and Jason Chen has a new round of fan-dedicuable insights for us. Seven8 days ago With the Lightning on the cusp of winning their second Stanley Cup in Game 5 on Saturday, Sasha Yodashkin has the player's
recommendations for building a winning lineup. 78 days ago With the Stars facing elimination, Jason Chen recommends John Klingberg as the best blueline value. 79 days ago Jason Chen is back Friday with his FanDuel insight for Game 4 of the Stanley Cup Final between the Lightning and stars. Seven9 days since Game 4 of the
Stanley Cup Final on Friday, AJ Scholz has the insight to build a winning DraftKings lineup. A hand injury cost Klingberg six weeks early in the season, but when he was on the ice he was as productive as ever, putting together a scoring pace that would have resulted in 13 goals and 58 points over 82 games. The 26-year-old is still an
important part of the Dallas attack, but he actually just fell three minutes of ice time at night with the man advantage, as Miro Heiskanen emergence gave coach Jim Montgomery another option at the point. Klingberg remains the best offensive threat on the blue line, and with the forward ranks being boosted by extra star power this
offseason, his slippery passing can be converted into even more assists this season. Driving the point for an offensive as top-heavy as Dallas' can pay some big dividends, and Klingberg cashed last year to the tune of career high in assists, points and power-play points. The 25-year-old has elite vision and passing skills, which he uses to
clear his own end effectively, as well as provide golden opportunities for the likes of Tyler Seguin and Jamie Benn to light the lamp. Last year's production can only scratch the surface of what Klingberg is capable of as well, which despite a career-high 204 shots on target he failed to score double-digit goals for the first time in three years,
and his minuscule 3.9 percent shooting is due to some positive regression. Although Klingberg was unable to match his offensive output from 2015-16, in many ways last year was the young blueliner's best to date in the NHL. Despite scoring big minutes for a team that conceded the most goals in the league, he kept his plus-minus rating
in the black, and his defensive play continues to improve as reflected in his career-best 117 blocked shots. Heading into his fourth season, Klingberg will join the Stars' top pair of home veteran Marc Methot, who should free him to jump into the rush more often, just as Methot's former partner Erik Karlsson did. Expecting Karlsson-like
numbers from Klingberg may ask too much, but with the team putting offensive talent ahead in the offseason as well, Klingberg could threaten the 60-point mark again. After entering the NHL as an offensive juggernaut from the back in his first year, Klingberg spent his first full season cementing his status as one of the league's elite
blueliners with a 58-point campaign, good for fifth at his position. But even though he is a power-play force, having racked up 22 points in these situations, Klingberg is anything but a liability on his own end, as he posted a matching plus-22 rating. Considering the Stars were below average in both defense and goalie, this performance
highlights how impressive the Swede's two-way play is - and how great life can be when you get to feed the puck to superstars Jamie Benn and Tyler Seguin. With six years left on the contract extension he signed in April 2015, he will provide Dallas (and fantasy owners) with great value from the blue line into the next decade. Precious
few rookie defenders in the past couple of decades - and especially those without much of a draft pedigree - have exploded onstage with a force approaching Klingberg's arrival in the NHL last season. After only 13 career games on Level, the Swedish defenseman came up to Dallas and dominated almost from the word go, quickly
growing into a clutch performer and an integral weapon on the Stars power play. That's the role he will occupy this year, and with a full 82-game slate, he should be able to improve on last season's numbers. While it will be tough for him to maintain the very high 11.2 shot percentage, Klingberg can reasonably be expected to increase the
number of pucks he launches on goal this season, giving him a legitimate shot at double-digit markers again. Again.
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